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QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

On January 19, 2013, we received the following comment:

“I have just finished the article concerning The Other Sheep...and decided to reference the
whole article on the jw.org website, for context.... Under the heading, "When does Christ appoint
the slave over all His belongings?" They say that Christ appoints the slave over all His
belongings during the great tribulation!? I see that they differentiate between, "The Domestics",
and, "All His belongings", but the context of the parable clearly shows that there are multiple
slaves left in charge when the master goes away, and it's only on his return that He makes any,
"Appointment"!  Am I being picky? I don't mean to be, but it just doesn't sit right, or maybe I am
out of line?  I suppose I just get so frustrated at their apparent inability to just admit straight out
that, "Judge" Rutherford got it wrong, in so MANY different ways!? Blessings dear brothers.”

To the author, thank you for your email.  We agree with your reasoning.  If one uses the
Governing Body’s interpretation of Matthew 24:45-47, one would have to conclude that in 1919,
Christ gave authority over the ‘domestics’ to several slaves, i.e., several different Christian
groups.  And when he returns during the Great Tribulation (according to the Governing Body’s
understanding), Christ will see which group is faithful and discreet, and appoint that group over
‘all his belongings.’ Therefore, during this time (in 2013), the Governing Body is still vying with
other Christian groups for the appointment!  By their own reckoning, they are not the sole
channel just yet!  

This certainly poses a problem for the Governing Body.  Perhaps this is another reason
why they have not yet published a sober and scriptural explanation of this ‘new light.’  Perhaps in
their attempt to write a logical and reasonable explanation, they have come up against problems
like this and have no found a way out.  

Of course, we do not believe Matthew 24:45-47 is a prophecy at all, but rather a parable
encouraging all Christians to be faithful and discreet in their ministry and worship, and if they
are, they will be rewarded.  It is a personal challenge for each of us, as Jesus said in a parallel
scripture: 

“But what I say to you, I say to all, Keep on the watch.” – Mark 13:37

The type of chaotic reasoning the Governing Body is experiencing is to be expected when
one ‘goes beyond the things written.’ (1 Corinthians 4:6) They have put themselves, and those
who follow them, in a terrible position that only humility and retreat can resolve.  We have not
yet given up hope that the Governing Body will make the needed adjustment.  We will continue
to pray for them and encourage them in this regard.

“Elaia Luchnia”
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